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FIRE IN
PARADISE



Prologue

At 8:30 a.m. on November 8, 2018, John Sedwick pounded on his
daughter’s bedroom door. “Fire’s coming up over the ridge, Skye,” he told
her, his voice calm but loud, a sign of his increasing deafness. Skye got up
quickly.

Sedwick was not an alarmist. He knew fire, and if he considered it
serious, it was. As part of a career that included periods as a museum docent,
logger for the forest service, and orderly at a state hospital, Sedwick had
spent years as a volunteer firefighter on the Paradise Ridge, a forested perch
in the foothills of California’s Sierra Nevada mountain range. He’d been
living here in the community of Magalia, just north of Paradise, off and on
since he first visited as a child. More than seventy years later, Sedwick still
resided in the same home, a century-old two-bedroom cabin with orange
walls and a bathtub on the back porch. Skye, who had recently turned fifty,
had moved in with him a couple years ago, when she was recovering from
various health problems.

As smoke lingered in the air, Skye, fresh out of the shower, hurriedly
gathered the things she’d need: clothes, shoes, and the makeup bag she never
left home without.

The Sedwicks’ rambling property was dotted with John’s vintage
vehicles, including an ancient flatbed truck and a faded red 1940s-era
bulldozer its environs were magnificent. The inhabitants of the town of
Paradise, and the smaller communities that surrounded it, spent their days
among a gorgeous profusion of pines and oaks and wildflowers. More and
more it was becoming a refuge for people priced out of the rest of the state,
where the cost of living had risen to untenable levels.

Occasional wildfires broke out near the Ridge. But Sedwick, and nearly
anyone who had ever paid much attention, knew that the area could face a



real fire, a bad one. People prepared for the worst, but they didn’t always
comprehend how awful the worst could be. When the fire risk was high,
Sedwick always made the same plea as he and his daughter sat down for
meals: “Please Jesus, no fires today.”

After packing, Skye walked outside to where her father stood in the yard.
“Dad, is there something I should do? Should I wet the ground?” Sedwick
shook his head. When she returned with her bags, Sedwick told her that he
would stay, for now. Skye, an auburn-haired artist who used to work as a
counselor in a juvenile detention center, was planning to meet her boyfriend
at a gas station a mile or so down the road. She took a few steps and paused.
Still holding her bags and her dog, Skye hugged her trim, compact father
goodbye. He grunted when she said I love you, but she knew that meant I love
you, too.

The road that curved past their home was already blocked and nearly at a
standstill with cars trying to evacuate. Don’t go that way, Sedwick had
warned Skye. She set off down a quiet lane leading away from their house,
shaded by ponderosa pines and Douglas firs, until she was just far enough
from the cabin that Sedwick wouldn’t have heard her if she yelled. She could
see flames catching in the undergrowth, and thought about turning back to
tell him how bad things were but decided against it. He knows, she thought to
herself. Sedwick was stubborn. There was no getting him to change tack once
he had made a decision. Dad will leave if it gets bad.

She moved even more quickly, through the smoke and up onto an
embankment that she used where the road became impassable. Ethereal bits
of glowing dust fell from the sky. Skye watched them uneasily. Embers, she
thought.

It was approximately 9:30 a.m. A few hours earlier, satellites had captured
flames approaching Paradise at about 21 miles per hour, faster than the
previously posited maximum for wildfire spread. They were consuming
almost four hundred American football fields’ worth of vegetation a minute.

Smoke blotted out the sun and streamed low over the town, reducing the
visible world to Paradise and nothing more. The flames, when they arrived,
were unstoppable, far beyond the capacity of any firefighter to control. In
places they burned as hot as a crematorium. Cars turned into rivulets of
molten metal. Homes became matches that set fire to the next. The conditions



gave rise to apparitions only seen in the most extreme of blazes: fire
tornadoes.

Within hours, the fire would consume Paradise, trapping thousands of
people who were trying to flee on roads designed for a fraction of that
number. Emergency responders would mount a heroic defense and rescue
operation that included at its peak 5,500 firefighters and 600 engines, but
when the blaze was finally brought under complete control with the help of
rain seventeen days later, it had become the deadliest wildfire in America in a
century, and the deadliest ever in recorded California history. The town of
Paradise would suffer a fate almost without parallel in the modern era in the
United States: total devastation.
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A Gold Rush Town

John Sedwick and his daughter Skye had spent the summer not talking to
each other, an impressive feat considering they lived together. It had started,
as arguments often do, with something banal: a bathroom lamp broke.
Sedwick blamed Skye. Nobody does the silent treatment like a Scorpio, Skye,
a Libra, would think.

But finally, after a long, hot summer on the Paradise Ridge, and three
months of separate meals, Skye had written a note to her father: Heaven
forbid something happens to either of us when we’re not speaking to each
other. You and I both know life is short.

So on November 4, 2018, here they were at the Depot restaurant, a quaint
115-year-old former train stop just north of Paradise, for a birthday dinner
marking Sedwick’s own eighty-two years on the planet. Money was hard to
come by for the both of them, but Skye had sold one of her bricolage
paintings and decided this was the best thing on which she could splurge.

More than a business, the Depot was the heart of Magalia. It was built in
1903 as a stop on a thirty-one-mile train line that connected the valley with a
lumber mill in the mountains. Since the railroad closed, the Depot had new
lives as a flea market and various restaurants. It was also a welcome sign of
sorts, reminding residents of this area that they were home, and Skye knew
how much it meant to her father. His passion for the Depot was matched only



by his fondness for exploring and excavating the history of the Ridge.
Sedwick had spent his early years in the Bay Area, though each summer

his parents, an Oakland police clerk and his Scottish immigrant wife, who
worked at an upscale San Francisco department store, took Sedwick and his
two older sisters up to the community of Magalia. The country air helped his
asthma, and his family moved permanently when he was around ten. He still
lived in the same home, a cabin that had been built sometime around 1906. It
was so venerable, at least for this part of the country, that the family couldn’t
find a proper record of its construction with the county assessor.

With its questionable electrical system and single-wall construction, the
home wasn’t really up to modern standards, but Sedwick wanted to keep it as
it had been when his parents were alive, which his family suspected was a
way for him to maintain his close connection to his mother and the other
family members who had lived there over the decades. A tender portrait of
Sedwick’s mother at age twenty hung by the entryway. Sedwick had been
close to her, a woman ahead of her time who believed in open marriage and
wrote a letter to the San Francisco Chronicle protesting the internment of
Japanese-Americans during World War II. He named Skye for the Scottish
island his mother’s mother was born on.

There was no lock on the door, just a piece of wood Sedwick and Skye
used to secure it at night. In the living room, next to Sedwick’s record
collection, was a woodstove that had been in the cabin for more than a
hundred years. They used it every day in the winter—it was the cabin’s
primary source of heat. Sedwick went to bed early, and Skye, an insomniac,
would keep an eye on it through the night. The year before, as Skye was
washing her paintbrushes late one December evening, she saw a chimney fire
had started. She roused her father, who put it out and went back to bed. Yet
fire was soon creeping along the walls adjacent to the stove. She woke
Sedwick again. Always level-headed and quick to act, he climbed into the
rafters of the house to tamp it out. “You’re a badass, Dad,” Skye told him the
next morning. In that moment, she’d gotten a glimpse of what a fine
firefighter he had been.

Over the decades, Sedwick preserved his historic home and relished
traditions like the annual Gold Nugget Days, when thousands thronged a
Gold Rush–themed parade, a donkey race, and a fair. It had run for almost
sixty years, and commemorated the mad scramble for gold in the very hills
on which Paradise stood, seen from a nostalgic perspective as a time of self-



sufficiency and quaint dress.
Meanwhile the Ridge changed around Sedwick. He watched it morph

from isolated settlements tucked in the trees to a bigger, louder place. The
Paradise High School graduating class increased from around 85 in 1957,
according to the yearbook, to 220 in 2018. Locals recalled that the first
stoplight was installed on the main thoroughfare in the late 1960s, and in
recent years so much traffic roared down it that in some parts the town
narrowed the road to two lanes. It was partly to reduce accidents and partly to
encourage people to stop at the downtown businesses.

Sedwick was Old Ridge, but Skye had struggled with New Ridge
problems. Meth, opioids, and, of late, heroin were taking a toll. In the early
1990s, Skye, battling addiction, fled to the East Coast where she got sober,
raised two kids, and earned a master’s degree. When she moved back to the
Ridge from Albuquerque in 2016, she was recovering from a flare-up of
Graves’ disease, an autoimmune disorder that causes an overactive thyroid
and, in turn, rapid weight loss and muscle weakness. Skye and her dad, who
was lonely after the death of his third wife and great love and was close to
retiring from an industrial supplies store in Chico, had reached a decision
together: she would come back and focus on her health, and she’d also help
out with the cooking and cleaning.

Despite their occasional spats, and the distance from her adult daughter
and son, who lived in New Mexico, Skye was happy in Magalia with her
quirky father, who greeted loved ones with “Yo” and sometimes wore a My
Little Pony T-shirt. He’d been working for years on an espionage thriller that
took place on a train traveling through a nearby canyon—he hadn’t finished it
yet, but he could recite entire chapters from memory. Shortly after she
arrived, Sedwick got her a dog for her birthday, a brown-eyed mutt from the
shelter she named Jude. He took to Skye right away, occasionally breaking
out of the yard to find her when she would leave to run errands. Skye loved
the mornings she woke up to her dad playing the steel pedal guitar and
singing like Willie Nelson, and the time they spent picking fruit from the
peach and plum trees planted by his mother. And they were both great
walkers.

One of their favorite strolls was along a trail where railroad tracks once
ran by the Depot. It is a gradual climb uphill, past gray pines and Indian
paintbrush. Along the way, Sedwick would admire the serpentine, a subtle,
greenish rock whose presence in the Sierra is associated with distinctive plant
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